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Three Main Points  
1. If you take $20 each week and put it in an ENVELOPE in your Cabinet.  

If you can’t afford $20 you put $10, $5, or $1    You do NOT give this money to any Church or Organization! 

2. These Two Sermons are an ATOM BOMB! 
We were all wondering if these past two sermons would be a firecracker, or a bullet, or a mortar shell 
It turns out that they are MORE than all of those. These two sermons are a spiritual ATOM BOMB.  
If you had 10 people listen to these two sermons carefully & process with you, à 5-8 of them would be eternally changed! 
Really Important Note: A bomb is great for removing rocks but NOT great for building!!  
That is why these sermons are INCOMPLETE without you as I explain 3 sections below.  

3. The Key phrase is “I want to PAY you for your TIME”  
This Evangelism money is NOT to BRIBE people to listen to these two sermons. People don’t like to be bribed. 
With this money you tell someone that you want to   “Pay them for their Time”   for TWO hours of work at a specific rate.  
The conversation looks something like this!: 

“Our church gives a $50 Gift Certificate to anyone who will listen to these two sermons and talk them through with a member. 
I am glad to give you the $50 Gift Certificate, but I ALSO wanted to offer you something extra. 
You are so Precious to me and your Time is so Valuable that I want to PAY you for your TIME. 

It will take you a total of about TWO Hours to listen to both sermons and talk with me. 
I want to pay you for your time at a rate of $25 per hour or a total of $50  

if you will listen well or watch these two sermons and then talk them through with me.” 
 

You will obviously be CREATIVE.  
Ø MANY times, you will use this money to treat a visitor to lunch as you discuss the sermon. 
Ø For FAMILY the pay scale may need to be HIGHER. J 
Ø You may pay for someone’s counseling, car repair etc. in exchange for listening to the two messages. 

 
 
What HAPPENS to us who have this Evangelism Account in our Homes! 

1. The money BURNS a FIRE in our Hearts!  
Ø Each week, as the MONEY in the envelope grows, the EXCITEMENT grows.  
Ø Every 5 weeks there is another $100 to pay someone for their time to hear these messages!! WOW! 
Ø Each of these situations increases the Excitement, Confidence, Joy and Eagerness.  

2. The money just makes it so WARM, KIND, & EASY!!  
Ø The money makes TIMID people – VERY Confident, Joyful, Eager and Charming!  
Ø There is something so very HONORING about telling someone that you VALUE them SO MUCH that you want to PAY them for their 

TIME out of your OWN POCKET! 
Ø I have done this many, many times for many years and have great stories to share with you.  
Ø The money also makes sure the process gets completed  
Ø In Luke 16:9 Jesus told his disciples to USE Worldly Wealth to gain friends for ETERNITY! 

4 Titles 

Supernatural Financial Provision, 
Hearing the Holy Spirit’s Direction More Clearly than Ever, 

How we are a TEAM – Jesus needs YOU to complete the Sermons 
Having more JOY & ENERGY than you have EVER had in your Entire Life! 

 



 

How does this involve SUPERNATURAL FINANCIAL Provision? 

1. You save your weekly amount PLUS promise the Lord an extra 10% of any SURPRISE money HE gives you.  
For some of our single moms on very tight budgets they truly don’t have an extra $20 per week. 
For them (& everyone) I recommend an extra point of commitment to your evangelism budget. 
I recommend that you promise the Lord that – if he gives you any SURPRISE money – that you will give the first 10% in tithe but that you 
will put a SECOND 10% into your Evangelism budget. 
If you get a “Surprise Inheritance” of $50,000, you will tithe $5,000, put $5,000 in your Evangelism budget and you get $40,000 to spend. 

2. The Subjects that EXCITE me and the Subjects that EXCITE God! 
If you praise me on my preaching or my work ethic or my clothes, I really appreciate it.  
However if you praise my WIFE or my GRANDKIDS, I literally EXPLODE with EXCITEMENT!!! J 
In the same way, EVANGELISM is one subject that gets a VERY EXCITED response from GOD. 
I do not often talk about Supernatural Financial Provision, but I sincerely believe that Jesus would enjoy SHOCKING us with 
surprise miracle blessings in this area – just to show us how excited HE gets when people put their hearts into reaching the lost!  

 

How we are a TEAM – Jesus needs YOU to COMPLETE the Sermons 
These sermons are an ATOMIC Bomb but they do NOT WORK unless your friend has YOU! 

 

   
     
               

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I think this may be why the Lord made me wait  
40 years to teach these messages – so I FIRST  
       taught all the other stuff first.  

 

What these two messages did was simply blow up the really HARD stuff for you  
so that they are ready to LISTEN and hear the rest of the GOOD NEWS! 

Each person will have a unique background and unique areas of understanding or lack of understanding. 
They need YOU to FILL in what is missing and put them back together in Christ’s heart and in Christ’s direction! 

 
Hearing the HOLY SPIRIT’S DIRECTION More CLEARLY than Ever  

After the first three or four times of leading people to Jesus you will relax and be AMAZED at how EAGER the Holy Spirit is to guide us. 
Nothing excites Jesus more than us completing the mission He gave us.  

 

BOTTOM LINE With ALL of these pieces now in place each of us will find it EASY to lead TWO to TEN people to 
Jesus EVERY YEAR and we will be ALIVE with more ENERGY & JOY than we ever thought possible!!  
 

  that people can find Life  APART  from Jesus or  
  that people can have Jesus as a PART of their life! 
 

AFTER these two sermons, the bad stuff is blown up but they  
NEED their FRIENDS to put the pieces back together in the  
RIGHT direction! These sermons are INCOMPLETE without YOU!! 
There is so much MORE to the Gospel than what I preached! 

BEYOND what I taught, there is MASSIVE information about; 
1)   The Breastplate of Righteousness & Jesus giving us HIS Righteousness 
2)    Walking in the Spirit – Rom. 8  
3)   The Blood of Jesus             
4)   The reality and logic of Hell 
5)   The details of the Cross                     
6)   Confessing Sin & Receiving Forgiveness as an ON-GOING process – I Jn. 1 
7)   How we Don’t change our Own Hearts but we ASK God and HE changes    
       our hearts.  That is the amazing subject of GRACE!  And so much more. 

The effect of these bomb sermons  

of Deceptions,   Hard Hearts 
and especially the Two LIES 

 I basically just gave you Romans 1,2,3, 6 & 7 
 and some key words of Jesus. 

is that they blow  up the  Big ROCKS 


